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We Want to Hear Your Views 

The Central Bank of Ireland is developing its new Strategic Plan.  

This plan will shape our strategic direction over the long term and 

guide our work for the next three to five years.  

To share your views on our strategic plan, download a copy of this document, complete your 

responses below, save the document and email it to strategy@centralbank.ie by 6 May 2021. 

Should you have any difficulties completing the form, contact us for assistance at the above 

email address or Lo-Call: 1890 777 777. 

We would like to invite your comments on any or all of the following areas: 

1. What do you consider to be the key current and emerging risks and issues that the

Central Bank should consider in the development of our next strategic plan?

Maximum limit: 1500 characters 
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Maximum limit: 1500 characters 

2. In the context of our role and mandate, what do you consider the 
Central Bank’s priorities should be for the next strategic plan? 

 

 

 

 
 

3. Are there any other considerations that you feel the Central Bank needs 
to take into account in the development of our next strategic plan?  

 

 

 

Maximum limit: 1500 characters 
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4. In terms of our public sector duty obligations, are there any specific issues the 

Central Bank should consider in developing our next strategic plan?  

 

Maximum limit: 1500 characters 
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	We Want to Hear Your Views

	Answer 1: Given the Central Bank’s role in serving the public interest by safeguarding monetary and financial stability and by working to ensure that the financial system operates in the best interests of consumers and the wider economy, the recent announcements, resulting changes and industry/ technology developments are risks and issues which could be considered in the development of the Central Bank’s next strategic plan.   The Irish Banking Culture Board (IBCB) believes that these risks and issues include the following: • Ensuring that there is a level competitive playing field for all institutions, including existing banks, new entrants into the market,  non-bank financial service providers, and fintech companies is an important issue for the financial system in Ireland.  • The digitisation of banking is fundamentally changing banking, which is positive for many consumers, but creates an increased risk of financial exclusion and a potential increased risk of fraud or financial abuse. • The increased use of Artificial Intelligence is becoming more prevalent, both in banks’ decision-making and in use of “chat bots” in customer service. There is a risk that AI may lead to outcomes that do not take account of customer circumstances or could lead to biased decision-making. Therefore, ensuring appropriate customer outcomes may be a consideration as AI is used more frequently in banking. 
	Answer 2: Recent announcements regarding changes in the competitive landscape and the footprint of banks have brought the question of the future of banking in Ireland to the forefront.  The IBCB believes a discussion on the future of banking is an important priority for the CBI, institutions, and stakeholders to discuss issues openly and constructively. This should include raising public awareness on differences in banking in Ireland vs. other European countries (e.g., capital rules, recourse to underlying assets), the societal role of banks and the financial system. Ensuring that consumers experience a smooth transition of services, have clarity on their rights, are not excluded from banking and that there is no loss of service through loss of experience is also important. We believe this is a priority and will help to restore confidence and trust in banking. The IBCB would appreciate the opportunity to participate in this discussion. The IBCB believes that the finalisation of the Tracker Mortgage Examination is important to resolve and remediate any remaining issues to enable consumers and the industry to look to the future. A key priority arising from this will be the implementation of the Senior Executive Accountability Regime. Our research highlights views that ensuring banks act with the highest ethical standards and demonstrate individual accountability is critical to restoration of trust and the IBCB and our member banks strongly support the introduction of SEAR.  
	Answer 3: A key focus for the IBCB is support for customers in a vulnerable position. The implementation of the Assisted Decision-Making Act (2015) is a welcome step for consumers and banks, supporting consumers who experience vulnerability.  As the ADMA is amended and implemented, with an additional code of practice for financial services professionals, it would be helpful to identify opportunities to align this new code with existing consumer protection codes, in particular as the Consumer Protection Code (2012) is updated, which would provide clarity and transparency to consumers, advocates, and banks.  We believe this implementation is important to promote equality and protect the rights of consumers. Our research highlighted the public’s views that banks have a key role as socially responsible organisations. We understand the CBI has taken a leadership role in taking action on climate change and in the oversight of governance changes to ensure institutions manage their businesses sustainably. Sustainability is of increasing importance and the IBCB believes it merits consideration in the CBI’s next strategic plan. The CBI’s 2018 report on Behaviour and Culture of the Irish Retail Banks provided detailed insight into patterns of behaviours and culture. We understand supervision of behaviour and culture of firms is a consumer protection priority. We believe it would be helpful to understand how this area will be reviewed again, including the approach and methodology to be used.
	Answer 4: Financial inclusion is a key theme which is consistently reported in IBCB research undertaken. Access to financial services, particularly for those who may experience vulnerability or may find digital services difficult to access or use, is frequently raised as an issue, which impacts on equality of opportunity and treatment for consumers.  Ensuring that consumers have a choice of service channel (face-to-face, phone, online or digital channels) is an important issue. As banking increasingly moves towards digital channels, there is a risk that a section of Irish society will be excluded from banking services.  Ireland is one of the top-ranking countries in the EU regarding integration of digital technologies. At the same time, recent research shows that roughly one in five of the Irish population do not use online banking. As we move towards a cashless society, noting the increase in electronic payments and contactless payments, which have been accelerated through the Covid-19 pandemic, the IBCB believes it is important that provision is made to support consumers who may be more reliant on cash, to ensure consumers in potentially vulnerable positions are not further excluded from financial services.  As noted previously, enhanced supports for customers in a vulnerable position through revised legislation and regulation are important to promote financial inclusion and provide adequate support and protection for consumers. 


